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Anthropologists and historians have confirmed the central role alcohol has played in nearly
every society since the dawn of human civilization, but it is only recently that it has been the
subject of serious scholarly inquiry. The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails is the first
major reference work to cover the subject from a global perspective, and provides an
authoritative, enlightening, and entertaining overview of this third branch of the alcohol family. It
will stand alongside the bestselling Companions to Wine and Beer, presenting an in-depth
exploration of the world of spirits and cocktails in a groundbreaking synthesis.The Companion
covers drinks, processes, and techniques from around the world as well as those in the US and
Europe. It provides clear explanations of the different ways that spirits are produced, including
fermentation, distillation, and ageing, alongside a wealth of new detail on the emergence of
cocktails and cocktail bars, including entries on key cocktails and influential mixologists and
cocktail bars. With entries ranging from Manhattan and mixology to sloe gin and stills, the
Companion combines coverage of the range of spirit-based drinks around the world with clear
explanations of production processes, and the history and culture of their consumption. It is the
ultimate guide to understanding what is in your glass.The Companion is lavishly illustrated
throughout, and appendices include a timeline of spirits and distillation and a guide to mixing
drinks.

"The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails stands out as an authoritative and congenial
guide to the world of hard liquor... One can consume its vast and varied knowledge in sips or
long deep draughts, using its meticulously organized critical apparatus to steady oneself... the
book will make anexcellent companion for both the drinker and the bartender, adding savour to
the beverage and the craic." -- Judith Hawley, Times Literary Supplement"Seasoned imbibers,
boozers, quaffers and alcoholics please take note: here is the first major reference work to cover
the subject globally. Inebriating, intoxicating, it will definitely keep your spirits up." -- Robert
Tanitch, Mature Times"The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails" is an enormous and
authoritative work of scholarship, nearly a decade in the making...You enter as if through
batwing saloon doors. Buy a copy for the curious drinker in your life and perhaps he or she will
boomerang one back to you." --The New YorkTimes"A comprehensive guide, an essential
addition to the reference bookshelf, to be consulted when researching the history of a spirit, the
origins of a cocktail, or indeed when settling a drunken argument on any drinks-related subject,
from Cognac to Coca-Cola... Rothbaum and Wondrich have marshalled ahuge amount of
knowledge to provide a pivotal point of reference. They should be lauded and applauded for their
fine work." -- Joel Harrison, Club Oenologique"There really hasn't been anything which offers
such a comprehensive overview as this book does and it's well overdue... It's a treasure trove of



information for anybody with the least little bit of interest in the subject." -- Hayley Anderton,
Shiny New Books"[A] heck of a lot of knowledge about a vast many of the things has been
packed into this beautifully illustrated beast of a book that these drinks experts have been toiling
over for nearly a decade...[W]hat a pile of riches this volume contains. I wish I'd had it years ago
but am glad to have itnow." --The Washington Post"A must-have compendium for any drinks
lover." -- Julie Sheppard, Decanter"Magnificent... I greatly enjoyed perusing this voluminous
book and will hugely enjoy owning it." -- Vitali Vitaliev, E&T Magazine"I have a reasonably large
collection of books on the subject, but none is as comprehensive as... Oxford Companion to
Spirits and Cocktails" -- Tom Molloy, Irish Idependent"Noah and Dave are extremely
knowledgeable individuals in the spirits and cocktails space who, I can only imagine, had the
most spectacular time researching, tasting, and perfecting this must-have guide for any spirits
buff." --Dan Aykroyd, actor, writer & creator of Crystal Head Vodka"Get ready to know everything
you wanted, and plenty you never knew you needed, about the complex world of spirits and
cocktails. Brought to you by two of the greatest minds in tippling, this compendium will impress
you, and more importantly your friends, with its depth, breadth, and downrightsubstance. If
you're as passionate about spirits as I am, this companion will knock you off your cocktail
napkin." --Aisha Tyler, actor, director, Emmy Award-winning TV host and creator of Courage +
Stone bottled cocktails"The world of spirits and cocktails is wide and enduring, and their impact
on culture has been extensive; this book acts as a much-needed insight into the true breadth of
the subject -- including details beyond the well-trodden products and categories. Shining a light
on the multitude of forms,facets and nuances found around the world, this is an essential guide
for those new and curious to the world of drinks and for seasoned enthusiasts alike." --Ryan
Chetiyawardana"Leave it to the great minds of Wondrich and Rothbaum to create what the
industry has needed for so long, the definitive book on imbibing. From the basics of things you
do know like bourbon or martinis, to in depth looks at things you don't, like pisco or Blue Blazers,
this book is a MUST have forwhetting the whistle and knowing what you need to know the world
over." --Ivy Mix"A tour de force: The new, definitive authority on the history and craft of cocktails
and spirits, curated by two of the most experienced and critically acclaimed writers in the
industry."--Ted Allen, host of James Beard Award-winning show Chopped and best-selling
author"If I sound a little bit breathless and overexcited about this book - well, I am. There hasn't
really been anything like it before which covers so much in one place... if you're looking for a
Christmas present for a drinks enthusiast I don't see how you can miss with this book." --
DesperateReader"This well-researched and executed volume is a treasure. It's a cocktail
dictionary. It's a spirits lexicon. It's a mixology almanac. It's a true drinks companion - and many
of us will welcome the company... engaging and often amusing, and above all it is a delightful
education." -- Chrissie Walker,Mostly Food & Travel Journal"With 1,150 alphabetical entries, The
Oxford Companion to Spirits & Cocktails is the ultimate guide to drinks terminology. It works as a
dictionary and a recipe book, or something to dip into and emerge hours later." -- , Waitrose
Drinks"Cocktail fans will quench their thirst for knowledge with this mammoth, authoritative and



illuminating guide, written with great wit and astounding scholarship by James Beard Award-
winner David Wondrich and co-editor Noah Rothbaum." --Shelf Awareness--This text refers to
the hardcover edition.About the AuthorDavid Wondrich is a James Beard Award winning author,
cocktail historian, mixologist, and educator, and one of the pioneers of the current renaissance
in the art of mixing drinks. He is an acknowledged authority on spirits and their production,
having written extensively on most categories in themarket. A former English professor, his long-
time interest in the arcana surrounding spirits and cocktails led him to leave academia to
become Esquire Magazine's drinks correspondent, and later senior drinks columnist at the Daily
Beast. David has written four books on drinks: Esquire Drinks; KillerCocktails; Imbibe! (the first
cocktail book to win a James Beard award); and Punch.Noah Rothbaum is the editor of the Daily
Beast's Half Full section. Under his leadership, the site won the 2018 and the 2020 Tales of the
Cocktail Spirited Award for Best Cocktail & Spirits Publication. He also hosts the podcast Life
Behind Bars with legendary cocktail historian David Wondrich,which won the 2018 Tales of the
Cocktail Spirited Award for Best Podcast Series and, according to the New York Times, is "a
perfect comfort listen for the curious drinker." His publications include The Art of American
Whiskey: A Visual History of the Nation's Most Storied SpiritThrough 100 IconicLabels, The
Business of Spirits: How Savvy Marketers, Innovative Distillers, and Entrepreneurs Changed
How We Drink, and the forthcoming The Whiskey Bible.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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The Oxford Companion to Beer (Oxford Companion To... (Hardcover)), Imbibe! Updated and
Revised Edition: From Absinthe Cocktail to Whiskey Smash, a Salute in Stories and Drinks to
"Professor" Jerry Thomas, Pioneer of the American Bar, The Oxford Companion to Wine
(Oxford Companions), The Japanese Art Of The Cocktail, The Way of the Cocktail: Japanese
Traditions, Techniques, and Recipes, The Savoy Cocktail Book, Liquid Intelligence: The Art and
Science of the Perfect Cocktail, Cocktail Codex: Fundamentals, Formulas, Evolutions [A Cocktail
Recipe Book], The Big Book of Amaro, Bitters: A Spirited History of a Classic Cure-All, with
Cocktails, Recipes, and Formulas, The New Craft of the Cocktail: Everything You Need to Know
to Think Like a Master Mixologist, with 500 Recipes, The New Kindred Spirits: Over 2,000 All-
New Reviews of Whiskeys, Brandies, Liqueurs, Gins, Vodkas, Tequilas, Mezcal & Rums from F.
Paul Pacult's Spirit Journal, Meehan's Bartender Manual: [A Cocktail Reference and Recipe
Book], Amaro: The Spirited World of Bittersweet, Herbal Liqueurs, with Cocktails, Recipes, and
Formulas, The Bar Book: Elements of Cocktail Technique, Smuggler's Cove: Exotic Cocktails,
Rum, and the Cult of Tiki, The Oxford Companion to Cheese (Oxford Companions), Death & Co:
Modern Classic Cocktails, with More than 500 Recipes, And a Bottle of Rum, Revised and
Updated: A History of the New World in Ten Cocktails, Spirits of Latin America: A Celebration of
Culture & Cocktails, with 100 Recipes from Leyenda & Beyond, A Proper Drink: The Untold
Story of How a Band of Bartenders Saved the Civilized Drinking World [A Cocktails Book],
Sherry: A Modern Guide to the Wine World's Best-Kept Secret, with Cocktails and Recipes, The
Joy of Mixology, Revised and Updated Edition: The Consummate Guide to the Bartender's Craft



D Jonathan Curtis, “DAVID WONDRICH'S SEMINAL WORK. I have been praying for a work like
this for decades to act as a replacement for the once king, but now long out of date "Grossman's
Guide to Wines, Beers, and Spirits" - and David Wondrich's "Oxford Companion to Spirits &
Cocktails" is it! Packed with solid information, documented with page references, a home run
game changer for the world of the bar & beverage industry! Move to the top of F&B Directors'
Short List of annual "MUST READS".”

Lincoln, “Everything you ever wanted to know about Spirits and Cocktails but were afraid to ask
your bartender. Full Disclosure: I've know David and Noah for a number of years.This book is a
triumph of knowledge and experience over rumor and old wise tales. Each page is filled to the
brim with insightful instructions and useful (and real world useable) information. From everything
on how to properly make a Bee's Knees cocktail to origin of the Swizzle stick.It's the prefect
book for the true cocktail and Spirits nerd.If you ever wanted to clear the 'Potent Potables'
category on Jeopardy this is the book to study.”

lionking, “Best Book for a bartender. If you tend bar anywhere you need to buy this book.
Reference it whenever you can and absorb all the great knowledge this book has to offer”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. Great new addition to my spirits and cocktail collection.”

Pageturner in NYC, “Entertaining & Enlightening Companion is Hard to Put Down!. Cocktail fans
will quench their thirst for knowledge with this mammoth, authoritative and illuminating guide,
written with great wit and astounding scholarship by James Beard Award-winner David
Wondrich ("Imbibe!") and co-editor Noah Rothbaum ("The Business of Spirits"). This lavishly
designed reference book gives readers the origin story, evolution and recipe for hundreds of
cocktails, along with biographies of bartenders and mixologists; histories of spirits, mixology
cultures, tools and terms.This international companion encourages readers to happily lose
themselves as one fascinating entry cross-references another. Under "Harvey Wallbanger,"
readers will find its racy origin, recipe and a link to creator Donato "Duke" Antone, who ran a
heroin ring while bartending. Readers never know where they'll end up, but it will always be
entertaining and enlightening.”

Thoughtful Reviewer, “An excellent resource for the novice. This is an encyclopedia rather than a
book that one would read. That being said, it has already proven to be a valuable resource as
I've continued my journey as a novice mixologist. Ingredients get thrown around in recipe books
and I have no idea what they. This book tells me not only what they are, but also how they came
to be.  Highly recommended!”



NYRangers, “A Big Book. Well it’s a big book set out like a dictionary or encyclopaedia. It’s very
different to your everyday cocktail book and to be honest, in my opinion, it isn’t for the casual
drinker. It’s for those who want to know about things. It’s comprehensive but funnily enough the
first thing I looked for wasn’t there. I’d just bought a bottle of Advocaat (Warninks) as it’s the time
of year it suddenly appears in Supermarkets… .Perhaps it will get into the next edition.”

Mr. Scott Stevens, “Big volume of information. Very detailed encyclopedia style tome on spirits
and cocktails. Great reference work”

Lucy, “Excellent and thorough book. This is an absolutely brilliant book for anybody in the drinks
trade or simply wants to find some up to date and trustworthy information, history and stories
related to drinks.”

TeeVeeGee, “Een als woordenboek opgezet boekwerk over drank en cocktails. Het boek
behandeld vrijwel alle achtergronden op het gebied van (sterke) drank, cocktails en hun
oorsprong. Het is geenszins een cocktail handboek, hoewel veel klassiekers wel zijn vernoemd.
Voor mensen die van een kleurrijk boekwerk houden.....helaas, hey is op dun, mat papier
gedrukt in zwart/wit.Een boek bedoeld voor mensen die informatie en achtergronden zoeken; in
alfabetische volgorde.”

The book by Noah Rothbaum has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 178 people have provided feedback.
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